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MAY IT PLEASE THE PANEL:

1. This memorandum is filed an behalf of the Christchurch City Council (Council)

following directions made by the Independent Hearings Panel (Panel) at the

pre-hearing meeting regarding the New Neighbourhood Zone (NNZ) provisions

on 18 August 2015.

2. The Panel, in its Minute of 20 August 2015 (Minute), directed that the Council

file and serve a memorandum of counsel by 5pm today which:

(a) sets out the Council's updated NNZ provisions;

(b) identifies matters that are outstanding between the parties who have

engaged with the Council; and

(c) making any application for a clause 13(4) direction regarding re-

notification of ODPs and any other out-of-scope provisions.

3. The Council now seeks that the Panel vary the directions made in the Minute,

by providing for an extension of time for the Council to file and serve the

material identified in paragraph 2 above to 5pm on Wednesday 16 September

2015. The only other consequential change that would be required (and which

is accordingly sought) is to the direction at paragraph [71](e) of the Minute,

regarding the filing of any opposition to the clause 13(4) application. It is

requested that this date be extended to 5pm on Friday 18 September 2015.

4. It is noted that the mediation/conferencing for this matter has been set down

for 23 and 24 September and, should the Panel be minded to grant this

application, there is no apparent reason why parties would not have sufficient

time to prepare for those dates.

5. In addition, counsel have considered the statutory timeframes for notification,

submissions, and receipt of further submissions under the Order in Council. If

the timetable extension is sought, counsel are satisfied that those mandatory

statutory steps can be completed before the first evidence exchange and filing

date of 5 December 2015.

6. The reasons for the application are set out in further detail below.

7. The Panel and submitters in attendance were advised at the 11 August pre-

hearing meeting that preparation of the Council's updated NNZ provisions
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would be led by Mr Andrew Macleod, a consultant planner from The Property

Group Limited. Following that pre-hearing meeting, Mr Macleod commenced

the NNZ re-drafting exercise and produced updated draft NNZ provisions

which were the subject of formal and informal discussions with representatives

of some submitters.

8. Mr Macleod has however relatively recently resigned from this role, and the

Council has appointed in his place Mr Andrew Collins, a senior planning

consultant of Harrison Grierson Limited in Tauranga. Mr Collins will now lead

the Council's preparation of and subsequent dealings with the NNZ provisions.

9. While Mr Collins has had the benefit of the work undertaken by Mr Macleod to

date, in the time available to Mr Collins since his appointment it has become

apparent that, under the existing timetable directions, Mr Collins will simply

have insufficient time to produce a revised set of NNZ provisions which he is

satisfied with in terms of his duties under the Code of Conduct for Expert

Witnesses.

10. Given the importance of this process to the Council and submitters, and

bearing in mind the concerns expressed by submitters about the time and

costs expended to date in dealing with NNZ provisions, it is respectfully

submitted that it would be preferable that what is produced and circulated

reflects Mr Collins' considered view and provides a suitable basis upon which

he is prepared to engage with submitters about.

11. In that respect, it is likely that more time for Mr Collins to refine and harmonise

the revised NNZ provisions to a state that he is comfortable with will ensure

that the provisions will be better able to be understood by submitters, leading

to more effective and efficient engagement.

12. In the circumstances, and while this application does not appear to involve a

matter to which clause 5 of Schedule 3 to the Order in Council expressly

applies, counsel nevertheless consider it appropriate to address the

requirements of clause 5(2) to assist the Panel with its consideration of this

request.

13. For the reasons outlined earlier in this memorandum, it is submitted that the

extension sought is unlikely to adversely affect the interests of any person who

may be affected. Furthermore, it is submitted that a better quality draft NNZ
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proposal will assist in ensuring that there is an adequate assessment of the

effects of the NNZ proposal. Finally, given the absence of any significant

conseguential timetable adjustments that are necessary, it is unlikely that the

directions sought will imperil the Panel's ability to achieve the requirements of

the Order in Council.

DATED this 11'" day of September 2015

James Winchester/Duncan Laing/Sarah Scott
Counsel for Christchurch City Council
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